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Abstract: Picking up public cloud service providers is now
becoming a harder task in an enterprise organization. This paper
will help in reducing more hesitation to choose a public cloud
service provider. This paper is highlighting computation, storage,
and infrastructure is important to service features that have an
impact when choosing cloud service providers. Compare these
three (AWS, Microsoft Azure, GCP) CSPs concerning service,
price, advantages, and highlight significant service features.
Studies discuss the primary reason to choose a CSP that normally
enhance features, familiarity with the brand, suitable for
organization and security parameters considered when choosing
CSP. Amazon Web Services proved its leadership by maintaining
about 33% share in the market throughout for several quarters
irrespective of the market size increased by a factor of 3. Microsoft
has shown prominent performance in SaaS. Since 2008, after
introducing PaaS in the form of Google App Engine, Google is
continuously enhancing its cloud computing services of Google
Cloud Platform.
Keywords: AWS, Microsoft, Azure, Google, Cloud, SaaS.

I. INTRODUCTION

The internet is revolutionizing the mode in which run our
businesses and deliver them to the general public. Mostly,
software and hardware both are completely available within a
client's PC. In this manner, the client’s information and
projects are stored within his or her PC [1]. The
responsibility of securing data as well as keeping application
and system software up to the standards lies upon the
shoulders of the concerned department and the user inside the
organization [2]. The term ‘the cloud’ is used to refer to the
Internet. ‘Computing’ is a process in which computer
technology is utilized to perform a task in to achieve a goal,
including the Design and development of software and
hardware. When the term ‘the cloud’ is appended with
Computing It gives multi-dimensional meaning to
computing. In contrast to placing away all the information
and programming, one is from a computer or server, and it is
placed ‘in the cloud' [3]. It can be composed of applications,
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databases, email, record administrations, processing power,
memory, processing time, and other services. According to
some analysts and vendors, cloud computing is like a
conventional outsourcing process where computer resources
are being consumed beyond the organization’s firewall, and
the process is being referred to as computing ‘in the cloud’
[4]. In cloud computing, an organization with a speciality in
cloud computing provides the client with a limited amount of
IT resources (concerning server space, access to
programming, or both) via the cloud. In this way, the
customer gets his or her IT requirements fulfilled by leasing
them from an organization providing cloud computing
services by spending only those hardware/software resources
that are most important for the client. It enables smaller
organizations to have access to resources that can only be
bought as a whole by large organizations due to their high
buying, running, and maintenance costs. Eventually, it helps
businesses, from small to large scale, to flourish through the
concept of varying IT capabilities of the organization on the
spot using the Internet [5]. Thus, the profit margin can be
maintained and improved with ease without making heavy
investments in building up from scratch a strong IT
infrastructure, training new staff, and licensing new software
[6]. Cloud computing has three models (IaaS, PaaS, and
SaaS) with variations in access and security levels. Each
model mainly used for computation, storage, and
infrastructure services, so it is very difficult for a consumer to
choose a cloud computing model. There is not a single model
that fits best for every company and information handling
requirements, thus if any organization chooses to model how
they know which model use which service feature [7]. It is
required by the client to make a proper decision while
choosing the model. Cloud computing overview is shown in
fig. 1 [8]. Studies highlight important service features of each
service that will help the organization in choosing the cloud
computing model and service. The paper is structured as
follows: Section II deals with the background of (AWS,
Microsoft Azure, and GCP). Section III deals with the
previous study. Section IV deals with the comparison of
Cloud Service Providers. Section V deals with the reason for
choosing CSPs. Section VI deals in highlighting the service
features of CSPs. VII deals with discussing features that have
an impact when choosing CSPs. Section VIII gives the
conclusion. Section IX contains references.
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so that engineers can utilize them in their applications to
achieve the task. Now, AWS has spanned up to HTTP, and it
is making use of REST structural style and SOAP convention
[14]. Amazon markets AWS to endorsers as a method for
getting expansive scale figuring limits more rapidly and
economically than structure a genuine physical server farm
[15]. All administrations are charged depending upon
utilization, yet each administration estimates use in differing
ways. AWS possesses an overall dominance cloud, while
Microsoft and Google are after AWS [16].

Fig. 1. Overview of Cloud Computing [8]
II. BACKGROUND OF CSPs
A. Amazon Web Services (AWS)
An individual, organization (public, private, and
government) can acquire AWS in the form of on-demand
computing resources based on the pay-as-you-go style of
billing. Cloud-based web administrations offer several
different, focused frameworks and suitable building blocks
and apparatuses for processing needs [9]. From Amazon,
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud provides such facilities it
allows clients to get continuous access to a virtual bunch of
PCs with the help of the Internet. In this mode, client gets
features as if he or she has quality PC hardware owned by
himself/herself together with equipment ( CPU and GPU for
processing needs, RAM for memory requirements,
hard-circle, SSD for information storing); a choice of
working frameworks; establishing; and pre-stacked
application program design, for instance, CRM, databases,
servers to host websites, etc. [10]. AWS servers throughout
the world are kept up by the Amazon backup system [11].
The cost of acquiring their services varies with the
combination of different options like utilization of the tools,
OS, program design, organizing features chosen via the
sponsor, required the level of approachability, security, and
tools set of administrative tasks. A client can pay for a
dedicated virtual AWS PC, a dedicated physical PC, or a
combination of each type. Amazon’s vital aspect of
membership agreement provides security to the client’s
framework. AWS is spread over various geological locales in
the world [12].AWS achieved above ninety administrations
in 2017, spanning over different fields like information
database
management,
stockpiling,
application
administrations, equipment utilized in engineering, apparatus
related to the Internet of Things (IoT), examination [13]. The
mainline of products include AS3 and EC2. End clients do
not get most of the administration directly, but through APIs
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B. Google Cloud Platform
As the name suggests, GCP provided by Google, and it is a
set of cloud computing administrations. It works on the same
platform, which is being utilized Google itself to run its
end-client services like YouTube, Google Search [17].
Through the platform, the client can perform various cloud
administrative tasks easily, such as information stockpiling,
figuring of information, examining data, and machine
learning. A charging card or ledger detail required for the
registration process [18]. GCP gives the foundation a
management stage and serverless registering conditions. [19].
Google introduced App Engine in April 2008, which served
as a stage to create and facilitate web applications in
Google-oversaw server farms. It dealt mainly with
distributed computing administration. Due to its rising
popularity, it was found to be used commonly in November
2011, and as a result, Google got involved in introducing
various cloud administrations in this stage [20]. Google
Cloud Platform is a unit of Google that combines the GCP
open cloud framework, just employing G Suite, industry
adaptations of Android and Chrome OS, plus application
programming interfaces (APIs) aimed at Artificial
intelligence (AI) and undertaking mapping administrations
[21].
C. Microsoft Azure Cloud
Microsoft Azure Cloud is for the administration of a cloud
computing prepared by Microsoft for making arrangements,
analysis, deploying, and managing applications by
Microsoft-managed data centre [22]. It offers SaaS, PaaS,
and IaaS and supports a wide range of program design
languages, machines, and structures, together with Microsoft
explicit and outcast program design and frameworks. In
October 2008, Microsoft Azure was started as a project by the
name “Project Red Dog” [23]. Microsoft Azure has spent
money on cloud computing, for instance, hundreds of
millions of dollars, for providing several scalable cloud
solutions to assist consumers and allowing them to fulfil their
requirements and hopes [24]. Microsoft Azure allows
application owners to use their product on a network along
with a virtually unlimited resource pool through almost no
upfront investment as well as by limited operating
expenditures [25]. Cloud computing is network-established
computing, link up dissimilar machines in various categories
of a network like private, public, and hybrid infrastructure
[26]. The search trend of AWS, GCP and Microsoft Azure
shown in fig. 2 [27].
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Fig. 2. Search Trend on Google [27]
III. PREVIOUS STUDIES
Researchers have produced several papers on the
significance of cloud services. The importance of IoT in
cloud computing is increasing tremendously. Cloud services
like Google Compute Engine, Azure IoT Edge, Amazon Web
Services, as well as their integration with IoT and the field of
data science, have been highlighted in studies [28]. Due to
the increasing demand for deploying a web application with
reduced cost and optimum scalability of cloud computing, a
comparison of monolithic with microservice architectures
have also been thoroughly studied. Serverless computing is a
much better service; that is the reason organizations move
towards the cloud to enhance their services because the cloud
is cheaper as compared to an organization's
self-infrastructure. [29]. Function as a Service (FaaS), also
referred to as Cloud Functions, used for running distributed
applications, has been analyzed by researchers by evaluation
major cloud function providers, including Microsoft, Google.
cloud supports heterogeneous functions and heterogeneous
components. Cloud computing has many functions, which
are a support to all small, medium, and large organizations.
Because of heterogeneous nature, every vendor component
can participate in cloud computing infrastructure [30].
Researchers have also published the paper on rising privacy,
trust, and security issues while using resources through cloud
computing. Security is man's concern because cloud services
are available to the organization through the internet, and
several security threats are present on the internet in different
ways. If an organization wants to use different CSPs services
is also a challenge for this organization because of security,
privacy, and trust issues between two clouds. Furthermore, it
is a drawback of cloud computing CSPs give support to
organizations from security, privacy, and trust perspective,
but still, CSPs need to improve [31]. Several cloud
computing providers have been compared with each other
using several factors by researches like IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS
cloud computing environments in order to search for the most
suitable cloud service concerning customer’s varying
requirements. Every CSP has a different approach for his
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user; that is, the reason when an organization goes for select
CSP is a little confusing because he has to first understand
about facilities provided by CSPs than decide. IaaS, PaaS,
and SaaS all are service models of cloud computing, but
every CSP has different features for these service models
[32]. It is also shown by the study that enterprise serverless
cloud computing platforms are gaining in popularity; there
are several use cases and researches on these platforms,
requiring further research to reduce the existing challenges as
well as extend their application in various areas. Serverless
cloud computing is good for organizations because
organizations have to pay as they use resources, not fixed
amounts. CSPs try to improve services with every going day,
and both consumers and CSPs are benefits of this. Serverless
computing now becomes popular because it is cheaper [33].
Research also indicates that cloud computing in the form of
Cloud function (FaaS) is gaining global fame in running
distributed applications, and researchers have presented a
benchmarking framework for its performance evaluation.
Cloud computing support heterogeneous functions and work
with multiple vendors at the same time. Cloud computing
support consumers from many service models and design
service concerning organizations or consumers [34].
Researchers have also indicated the emerging requirement of
more research and development related to cloud event
services present in cloud computing using real-world
applications. Research is going on event services on cloud
computing perspective of applications that how cloud
computing support much better to multiple applications of
organizations, and in this regard, many researchers are
researching the analysis of cloud computing for applications
[35]. A study has been carried out in demonstrating the fact
that, by using patterns found in common cloud computing,
mobile cloud computing can be optimized to use fewer
resources. Cloud computing use resources to give services to
the consumer but how cloud computing uses fewer resources
and give more services to consumers, that is why multiple
ways to use for optimization in cloud computing. Several
researchers have highlighted the benefits of R&D in the
cloud computing domain through their workshop conference
papers like software engineering challenges in cloud-based
applications, benefits of applying cloud computing in
oceanographic data distribution on a global scale, software
engineering towards developing applications for the broking
of cloud storage services [36]. A study done by researches
indicates that there has been a rapid increase of CSPs in the
market due to the popularity of cloud computing, and
comparison of these services based on various parameters
has also been presented. Comparisons of many CSPs have
presented concerning services that service is better of which
CSP. Every CSP has some advantages as well as some
disadvantages with all aspects like price, computation,
infrastructure, storage [37]. An author has highlighted the
fact that cloud computing advantages are not always related
to monetary benefits but can be in other forms as well, like,
easily increased scalability, security, redundancy. sometimes
organizations choose CSP from economic suitability;
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that is why analysis of cloud computing from an economic
perspective is also in benefit because redundancy and
security are a major part of CSPs economy [38]. Cost
Analysis has been done using Google, Microsoft, Amazon
web services by applying them in a case study of monitoring
delay in a public transportation system. Pricing is impacted
by choosing CSP. Pricing or cost is import factor, and all
CSP try to reduce services price as they can because
consumer normally choose cheaper cloud services as
compare to expensive but in this reliability is another factor
which affects price factor. If the price is low, but the
reliability of service is not good, then no organization
chooses cheaper, but if reliability is good and the price of
cloud service is normal than it is good for organizations [39].
IV. COMPARISON OF CLOUD SERVICE
PROVIDERS
A. Service
Cloud computing is a go-faster technology that permits the
use of IT skills up to the user’s need or according to the
corporate requirements, everywhere [40]. Amazon is a major
provider of open cloud benefits and is the pioneer in the
Distributed computing market [41]. Amazon AWS offers
practically everything with regards to Distributed computing.
AWS is dominant in numerous places of interest, like design
and monitoring [42]. AWS is, for the most part, preferred in
the business for its broad and massive contributions, venture
helpful administrations, worldwide achieve, open and
adaptable features. AWS, Azure similarly offers a full variety
of administrations and answers for people and associations
regarding groundwork, process capacity, storing, organizing,
and so forth. Microsoft Azure’s quality is its registering
power [43]. Microsoft enables to send and manage virtual
machines as a scale that can figure at whatever limit need
inside minutes. It is a novel element over Amazon and
Google. Microsoft Azure additionally enables to incorporate
effectively with Microsoft instruments, offers open-source
backing, and half-breed cloud benefits too [44]. Google's
specialized skill is significant, and its industry-driving
devices in profound learning and computerized reasoning,
Regard, and information investigation are critical
preferences. Google Cloud offers a collection of cloud
administrations for engineers. Google Cloud gives open
source support, moving ability, discounts, and adaptable
contracts [45]. Google Cloud is uniquely intended for
cloud-based organizations and has the talent of DevOps to
support groups [46]. As Google originates from an analytical
groundwork, GCP gives more highlights and adaptability
towards investigation and scientific devices.
B. Pricing
Amazon costs are exceptionally focused on all other cloud
gives. Amazon offers every hour instalment reason for the
highlights use [47]. Amazon also gives a free arrangement
constrained capacity and registering ability, which could be
valuable for people and new companies before they buy. The
Estimating model is on interest, sport, and held. Can pay
month to month for the administration's use on an hourly
premise. It can likewise ascertain evaluation with their
estimating adding machine [48]. Microsoft is evaluating
differs and is dependent on the sorts of items utilized by the
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development team. Microsoft offers Paid ahead of time, or
regularly scheduled instalment alternatives at a cost
determined on every moment of utilization. As should be
obvious, Microsoft is very versatile, and the valuing is
on-request on momentary responsibilities [49]. Google Cloud
has the best valuing among the three specialist organizations.
GCP has a compensation as-you-go valuing charged on
per-minute or per-second of use [50].
C. Advantages
An unavoidable favourable position of Amazon is the
experience. Amazon has been in this Cloud advertises for
about 14 years, and it has the world's ideal and experienced
developers and architects. AWS is owing to a large number of
developments in these devices. Amazon Web services offer
tough competition to its competitors. Nevertheless, the cost
of the infrastructure of AWS can be confusing. [48]. This
experience makes Amazon the most undertaking generous
cloud specialist co-op, which enables anybody to take a shot
at AWS effortlessly [51]. Microsoft Azure is the quickest
cloud arrangement accessible at this point. It is reasonable for
big business advancement as it has high figuring capacity,
and the other Microsoft highlights it incorporated into one
framework and procedure, offering more power. Another
good competitor of AWS is Microsoft Azure. Microsoft
Azure has an endeavour foundation (supporting Windows). It
endeavours to get interoperability with them. [52]. GCP
offers one of the best cloud security in the business [53]. It
offers another dimension of cloud security than the remainder
of its rivals and has more than 500 security engineers taking a
shot at it. For top security activities, for example, banking,
finance, defence applications, GCP will be the best decision
[54].
V. REASON TO CHOOSE CLOUD SERVICE
PROVIDER
After too much review on the cloud service provider, this
paper endeavours to sum up primary reasons for each of the
services that focused before choosing a service provider.
A. Enhanced Features
When choosing any service provider, one has to know
about the enhanced features of each service provider because
as it has been discussed earlier that out of the three CSPs till
now, according to the best of knowledge that has gathered
through thorough literature review, AWS has good features
as compared to Microsoft Azure and GCP.
B. Familiarity with Brand
Microsoft Azure and GCP take advantage of this because
both are familiar as compared to AWS.
C. Security
As know, security is the main concern nowadays, that is
why all CSPs try to enhance their security regularly, but GCP
security is much better than AWS and Microsoft Azure.
D. Suitable for Organization
It is sure that when one chooses any cloud service, one has
to keep in mind the CSP,
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Which is better and gives suitable service from one’s
organization’s perspective. Normally, many organizations
use hybrid cloud services, but if comparison among AWS,
Microsoft Azure, and GCP made, all are not much suitable
for every type of organization because every organization has
its requirements, but AWS somehow possesses more suitable
services as compared to Microsoft Azure and GCP.
VI. SERVICE FEATURES FOR CSPS
A. Storage Features
Cloud computing is a location, and the resources of
computing are used from this location. It is a pool of
resources available for the clients on-demand. This section
throws light over important service features that have an
impact when choosing a CSP. First, the author will discuss
storage features through this research paper.
Object storage: It takes a part of information then entitles it
as an object. Information is preserved in distinct storehouses
as opposed to files in folders and is rushed through related
metadata and an exclusive identifier to process a storing
group.
File storage: It stores information about a particular
portion of data in a folder to create relationships with other
information. It is similarly known as categorized storage,
duplicating the technique that by paper files are put in
storage. While wanting access to information, the
workstation system wants to distinguish the pathway to
discover it.
Block storage: It takes a folder separately into particular
blocks of information as well as formerly stores these blocks,
for instance, unconnected portions of information/data. For
each portion of information takes a dissimilar address.
Therefore they do not want to remain put in storage in a file
arrangement [55].
Disaster recovery: It is very useful feature of cloud
because nowadays mostly all small and medium-sized
organizations’ data is on cloud and if by mistake or because
of malicious traffic, data gets corrupted or lost then, through
the disaster recovery, organizations can restore the data
easily, a facility that permits the backup as well as rescue of
remote technologies on a cloud-centred stage. A cloud
centred disaster recovery answer permits the consumer to
measure the whole cloud DRP solution as of more or
less-to-various. [56].
Backup: It is also a significant feature of cloud from CSPs
a facility is available that every consumer can back up his
data, and multiple options are available like hourly backup,
daily backup, weekly backup. Backup, also well-known as
online backup or remote backup, is an approach intended for
transfer a copy of a virtual database to a subordinate, off-site
place for safeguarding in a situation of apparatus disaster or
failure. A secondary server, as well as, storage methods are
frequently accommodated through a third-party facility
provider, which provides the consumer a payment based
scheduled storage capacity, data communication bandwidth,
the number of consumers, the number of servers or amount of
time data access.
Archiving: It is an approach of cloud when some data
which is not using this time, so organizations use archiving
technique make a separate storage device and archive this
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data in this device. The procedure of moving information that
is certainly no longer aggressively use to a distinct storage
device for long-standing. Archived information is put in
storage on a minor-cost level of storage, helping as an
approach to decrease the most important storage
consumption plus associated expenses. A significant
characteristic of a company's data archiving approach is to
record that one data and recognize what data is an applicant
for archiving [57]. Below is a table of important storage
features concerning CSPs.
Table- I: Storage features
Cloud Service Providers
Features

AWS
(Amazon)

Azure
(Microsoft)

GCP
(Google)

Object
Storage

Amazon S3

Blob Storage

Google
Cloud
Storage

Block
Storage

Amazon
Elastic Block
Store

Azure
Managed Disk
(Built-in
Service)

File
Storage

Amazon
Elastic
File
System
Pilot light to
Hot standby
environment

Azure Files

S3 is
often
backup

Backup
service

Disaster
Recover
y

Backup

Archive
Storage

Bulk
Data
Transfer

S3 or
Glacier

used
for

S3

AWS
Import/Export
and Snowball

Enterprise
Scale or SMB
DR

Azure
Archive
Storage
Azure
Import/Export
and Data Box
Disk Service

Persistent
Disk

Cloud
Filestore

Not good
DR
or
backup
service

Archival
Cloud
Storage
STS
(Storage
Transfer
Service)

B. Computation Features
Virtual server: It is also a significant feature of the cloud
nowadays. Generally, organizations use virtual servers (VS)
because of some benefits. Today’s technology era not
completed without cloud services. Cloud is a need of every
organization with a different perspective like SaaS, PaaS, and
IaaS. The VS distributes hardware and software resources by
the new OS, as opposed to dedicated servers. One of the
benefits of the VS is they less expensive and deliver quicker
resource control, and VSs are common in Web hosting.
Preferably, a VS imitates committed server functionalities.
Somewhat than execute numerous committed servers, many
VSs executed on a single server [58].
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Platform as a Service: It is a good feature of cloud in which
if anyone wants to develop any application, do not worry
about infrastructure or platform. Arrange for cloud
apparatuses to definite software even though being used
mostly for functions. PaaS delivers a structure to designers
that they are capable of construct upon and used to produce
modified applications. Whole servers, storage, and
networking be able to be administered through an
organization or a third-party provider, whereas the
developers can preserve the administration of the application.
A platform with Tools to test provides by PaaS, in the same
environment develop and host applications. No need to
bother regarding primary infrastructure facilitates companies
to concentrate on growth: security, operating systems, server
software, and backups managed by providers[59].
Scaling: It is also a significant feature. Because without
scaling how an organization knows about resources that an
organization needed which time and how much resources
required. The ability of an IT resource towards manage
expanding or else reducing challenges capably is called
scaling. It is one of best admired as well as helpful aspects of
cloud, as corporations know how to measure higher or lay
down to come across needs based upon season, plans,
development, and further. Enable resources to expand as
business or company expands, by implementing cloud
scalability, and vice versa [60].
Virtual Private Servers: It is a very commonly used feature
because VPS is not expensive, and also CSPs give 24/7
support to customers. Organizations that are not able to
manage private cloud because of expensive infrastructure use
CSP services and CSP manages many VPS on a single
physical server. Sometimes hosting, also recognized as
“Private Cloud,” is dependent on servers which are made by
virtualization mechanism. VPS has multiple individual
dedicated slots on the same virtual machine with one
architecture. Dedicated resources can be assigned to each
slot. However, generally, the technology mechanism is based
on a time-shared or resource-shared trend. Usually, VPS is
less costly than cloud servers. File or data access not occurs
between VPS consumers on the shared server. If required,
single VPS can be restarted without disturbing other VPSs on
a shared server [61]. Table 2 gives important service features
of computation concerning CSPs.
Table. II: Computation features
Cloud Service Providers
Features
AWS
(Amazon)

Azure
(Microsoft)

GCP
(Google)

Virtual
Servers

EC2

Virtual
Machines

Compute
Engine

PaaS

Elastic
Beanstalk

Scaling
Virtual
Private
Server

Auto Scaling

LightSail

Microsoft
Azure Cloud
Services
Autoscale and
Virtual
Machine Sets

Virtual
Machine
Image
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Google
App
Engine
Via
Managed
Instance
Pools

C. Infrastructure Features
After storage and computation, features now will present
important management or infrastructure features as follows.
Server Management Services: It is an infrastructure feature
of cloud computing. Usually, cloud administration mentions
to on-demand facilities suggested throughout the IaaS model.
The simple distribution pattern of the cloud is IaaS that
allows access to configurable resources of shared pools.
Computer, servers, networks, storage, applications &
services all are included in configurable resources. Sharing
and storing data is a cloud function. Through network or
internet, all the information, resources, and networks are
shared and stored on physical servers. CSPs maintain and
control these physical servers, through the assistance of
Cloud Management Services (CMS), industry owners might
have a deep concentration on their organization aims. CMS is
the precise solution for performing good quality service on
cloud infrastructure [62].
Cloud deployment: It is a feature which is used for cloud
deployment as per organizations need or organizations
hierarchy. Cloud deployment talks about the deployment of
IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, or answers that may perhaps retrieve
on-demand through consumers. The cloud implementation
pattern talks about the category of cloud computing
architecture; a cloud result will apply. Cloud deployment
comprises whole compulsory configuration and installation
phases that need to be applied before consumer provisioning
can take place. When cloud deployment has finished for an
IaaS, SaaS, or PaaS solution, consumer provisioning can take
place based on consumer approvals, wherever access offered
for cloud resources relay on the user’s taxonomy as moreover
a reliable or unreliable object. Reliable objects might obtain
access approval to managed cloud, hybrid cloud, or private
cloud resources [63].
Logging: A feature used by all organizations because of
their critical need, All logs from which know about
computation history may see from the logging feature.
Logging is information technology or network architectural
model in place of centrally ingesting and gathering any
record, log files coming from any particular location or
source, such as applications, servers, devices. Records are
normalized or clarified for reorganizing and sending to other
needy systems to be handled as native records, which are able
to be handled formerly, presented, and finally prepared
according to a prenominated holding program based on any
of criteria.
Monitoring: Also, an important feature from monitoring;
data and records monitored and through this feature
information collected from every node. It is a structure that
enables the placement of monitoring functionalities for
several other facilities and applications inside the cloud.
Online state monitoring is a very common application, which
constantly tracks reliable conditions of networks,
applications, systems, events, or any part that might organize
able inside the cloud [64].
Server Automation: It is a requisite basic feature of cloud
computing. Server automation assists the consumer to
operate or manage a system or network with good decisions.

Not
Available
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It is an incorporated solution that systematizes or
automates specifications, patching, as well as the
configuration of operating systems, application components,
and storage resources through public, virtual, and physical
cloud systems. It also simplifies workflows towards
productively accomplishing the complication of constantly
varying virtualized environments [65].
Table. III: Infrastructure features
Cloud Service Providers

Features
Server
Managemen
t Services
Cloud
Deployment

Logging and
Monitoring

Server
Automation

AWS
(Amazon)

Azure
(Microsoft)

GCP
(Google)

Systems
Manager

Operational
Insights

N/A

Cloud
Formation

CloudWatch
and
CloudTrail

OpsWorks,
Lambda and
Service
Catalog

Resource
Manager

Azure
Monitor
with
Log
Analytics
and
Application
Insights
Automation
and
VM
Extension

Every consumer has his / her priorities, and every CSP has its
services. With different features, it is very difficult for the
consumer to know the features that Azure is offering from
storage perspective similar problems are present regarding
finding the features provided by AWS from the computation
perspective and also for Google’s available features from an
infrastructure perspective. Based on the review of many
research papers, all features which are in tables 1, 2, and 3 are
collected and divided into groups of all features concerning
computation, storage, and infrastructure. It has been a big
challenge to discuss every feature of the table individually
and suggest the CSP, which offers good service features. That
is why, based on many papers reviewed, some findings have
been given as per the best of knowledge and understanding.
A. AWS
If talking about AWS then it has more and good features as
compared to Azure and Google, AWS is more dominant in
IaaS service than Azure and Google but as compared to
Google and Azure, AWS is somewhat more expensive, and
security of AWS is also not much better.

Resource
Manager
and
Cloud
Deploym
ent
Manager

B. Microsoft Azure
It also has good features, especially in all services.
Microsoft Azure is a bit cheaper as compared to AWS.
Microsoft is dominant in SaaS, and also in PaaS, service
features are good as compared to AWS. Microsoft is a
familiar name for people, and AWS is not much familiar as
compared to Microsoft and Google.

StackDri
ver

N/A

VII. FEATURES HAVE AN IMPACT WHEN
CHOOSING CSP
Based on the concentrated analysis carried throughout this
research, a broad list of important constraints that have
serious impacts on choosing CSPs has created. For example,
if one wants to select cloud service IaaS for one’s
organization, one needs to know that among AWS, Azure, or
GCP, which service provider has the best solution for IaaS
from one’s organization’s or industry’s perspective? One also
has to bear in mind about the service provider's features that
are more suitable for his / her requirements, available
according to Storage, Computation, and Infrastructure
services. All three cloud service providers use different
service features. After reviewing many papers, some service
features which are used by cloud service providers have been
outlined properly in this work. This study work divides all
service features into three tables, i.e., 1) Storage Features 2)
Computations Features 3) Management Features. In table 1,
all commonly used storage features which are used by service
providers are listed so that one can easily find out the answer
to questions such as which service feature is used by which
service provider? In table 2, computation features, and table
3, management features are listed.
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VIII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

C. Google cloud platform
It is a good competitor of AWS and Microsoft azure
because of good security and low price. Google is dominant
in PaaS as compared to AWS and Microsoft Azure. Also, in
SaaS, Google is going up. As discussed earlier, AWS,
Microsoft Azure, and GCP all are giving good services in all
domains. In the cloud, all services use the same domain
mostly, for example, SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. All three services
use storage, computation, and infrastructure, so that is the
reason for making tables of features from the domain’s
perspective and not from the service perspective. Highlighted
are the CSP service features that businesses or organizations
bring into consideration. These choices are shown in tables 1,
2, and 3.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, features offered by CSP companies are
discussed as well as AWS, GCP, and Microsoft Azure are
compared. The purpose of CSPs comparison and highlighting
service features of Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform,
and Amazon Web Services are to answer the questions,
which are important for organizations when choosing CSP.
Just significant service features have pointed out, namely
storage service features, computation service features, and
infrastructure service features. All three service features have
an impact on the decision to choose CSP.
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Highlight the Features of AWS, GCP and Microsoft Azure that Have an Impact when Choosing a Cloud Service
Provider
This paper also discusses reasons to choose CSP and the
main parameters which any organization has to look before
choosing CSP because all four parameters are important. In
this review among three AWS, Microsoft Azure and GCP
CSPs, it can conclude that AWS is leading the world of the
cloud with so many of its best service features and market
share but, from security’s and pricing’s point of view, GCP
and Microsoft Azure are little better from AWS.
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